
On Practicing 

 

One thing which I want to help each of you (my students) to do is to learn how to 

practice effectively.  

 

Practicing is a learning process. It is essential to progressing on your instrument (or 

at most things really). If you don’t practice, you won’t get anywhere - simple as that. 

However, practicing incorrectly can damage your playing and you may feel equally 

frustrated that you don’t seem to be going anywhere.  

 

Some common examples of practicing incorrectly include:  

 

-  playing too fast for your ability: are you technically able to handle the tempo? Can 

you play everything at one tempo or are you moving back and foward between multiple  

tempos which are not part of the music? The faster you play, the more likelihood of 

there being unnecessary tension. If you play things too fast it is likely that you are 

teaching yourself to play whatever you are learning with that tension. It is harder to undo 

something you have ingrained in yourself than to learn it right the first time. 

 

-  not concentrating while you are practicing: practice is rarely effective if your brain 

is not active. It is very probable that if you are practicing when your mind is not focused, 

you will be practicing mistakes and ingraining faulty playing instead of noticing mistakes 

and fixing them. If you are not concentrated, something that might take you only 10 

minutes to learn, could take at least 20 minutes or more at least. If it is something that 

might take you weeks to learn... who know how long it might take you to master it? It is 

more effective to practice less time but with more concentration than more time 

with less concentration! 

 

I am still learning the most effective ways of practicing for myself and for working on 

different things. However, there are general rules everyone should know for practicing. I 

have taken a lot of these rules from an old teacher of mine’s guide for practicing, but 

they are things most musicians are aware of already - she just had a nice way of putting 

them into words. I have modified them slightly so that they apply to your stages in 

playing. Because everyone is at different stages of learning not all these rules will apply 

to you. However, as you advance you will need to start incorporating all of them. 

 

In order to practice effectively and efficiently, please follow things steps when you 

practice things at home.  

 

 



For everyone! 

 

1) Focus!: Unfocused practice can do more harm to you (especially at this precious 

beginning stage) than good. If your mind is not there, don’t practice. 

 

2) Relax!: Make sure that everything you do is achieved with as little tension as 

possible.  

 

3) Take frequent short breaks: Between different exercises and in the middle of 

similar exercises, always take little breaks - like when you exercise at the gym, do a few 

reps, then relax for 15 seconds, do a few more reps, then relax again. 

 

4) Divide the hands (left and hand right hand/violin hand and bow hand): Make 

things as simple as possible for yourself. Focus on one thing at a time. Master that then 

put it back together 

 

5) Coordination and Comfort come first!!: Put things together in a slower tempo 

which is comfortable for you and at which you can play everything at one tempo. You 

want to make sure that in the slower tempo you are relaxed, not tense, so that you learn 

to play the passage in this relaxed mode and not in a constant state of tension. Tension  

will only get worse as you speed up unless practiced slowly otherwise.   

 

6) Before trying to fix something HEAR YOUR FAULTS. 

- use a mirror and/or a metronome to CATCH mistakes and only then correct     

  them 

 

7) Analyze what was GOOD, what wasn’t. Go over the mistakes/difficulties. PLAY   

    THROUGH AGAIN. 

 

8) Never practice too soft while learning (especially for intonation) 

 

9) Break things down into the smallest possible part when practicing and KNOW WHY  

    you are doing them. 

     -  What is your goal? 

 

10) 3-Part-Arm movement for straight bow. The Arm moves the bow! 

 1. Fore arm  2. Wrist 3. Upper arm. 

 

11) Some things take longer than others. Being angry or upset won’t speed them up. 

 



For people who are playing with the bow 

1) Contact point (CP): when you are playing, how close or far are you from the bridge?  

Remember that sound gets naturally louder the closer to the bridge you play and softer 

the more towards the fingerboard you play 

 

2) Use the correct part of the bow for your tempo and bowing 

 

3) Check passages in a (close to) real tempo to determine the flow of the movement. 

Then slow down to clean (adjust), but use the same scheme of movement as in the fast 

tempo. 

 

4) Play big portions through. They may be under tempo, but with real character. Learn 

to remember what went wrong (precisely, no generalizations). Watch out for tension! 

 

5) Always place the bow ON the string BEFORE starting to produce ANY sound 


